
Goddess Mut, Egyptian bronze; Ba Bird, Scaraboid and Scarab, Egyptian faïences; Egyptian stone Shrine Amulet; and two Egyptian Coptic textiles (one shown below): Terry Bachman and Glenn Bachman in honor of their father, Ted Bachman.

Mississippi River below Natchez, etching by Douglas Gorsline; untitled etching by Leo Kaplan; Woman Putting on Lipstick, charcoal with paint on paper by William Gropper: John Lovenheim.

Hanging Scroll, ink on paper by Okuhara Seiko: Patricia S. Criticos.

Illustrations for Flintstones fruit drink advertising, gouache, pen and ink paintings, and animation cels by Hanna-Barbera Studios: Robert & Helen Jennette.

Steel and shark skin sword by unknown Japanese artist: David Stewart.

A Little Baggage (left), engraving by Walter Goodman: Marjorie Searl in honor of Peter Ogden Brown.

Black Bowl, and Celadon Bowl, porcelains by Elsa Rady; Octagon Dish, porcelain by Richard Hensley: Karen Peller Selwyn and Philip Alan Selwyn.

Allegorical Portrait of Abraham Lincoln, engraving by unknown American: Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Haggerty.

Ceramic ibex (above) by unknown Persian artist; four pieces of ancient Roman glass: family of Frederick H. Pough, in his memory.